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ABSTRACT

Review Article

Recently, the agricultural business is displayed a greater
amount of risk because of price volatility growth.
Consequently, it is necessary to have knowledge of how
to regulate the risk of price fluctuations. This paper is
concerned with the hedging techniques in the commodity
market by the help of vanilla options. The main idea is to
analyze option strategies with the ambition to demonstrate
their utilization by hedging against increasing prices.
Hedged buying price formulas are derived for every spot
futures price. An additional contribution is considered
for applying in the wheat trading. Chicago Mercantile
Exchange products, i.e. wheat options on futures are
investigated. The profitability of hedged scenarios is
examined. A comparative analysis of the designed hedging
variants is presented. Suggestions for potential wheat
buyers are proposed.
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Introduction
Over last decades, individuals and firms are connected with the price movements of
agricultural products (wheat, corn, soybean etc.). Price risk management is beginning
to be investigated for protective objectives. In line with the Covid-19 pandemic, prices
in commodity market are very volatile and prices of most agricultural commodities
are trended higher. The commodity market participants are pointed at the commodity
price risk management, i.e., hedging. Hedging techniques used to manage commodity
price risk are concerned with the potential scenarios for the futures commodity price
development. Assume that the commodity buyer anticipates spot commodity price
increase in the future. He selects the hedging against a future price fluctuation with
aim to ensure acceptable buying price of a commodity. The main idea of hedging is to
create hedged position using derivatives, especially options. Taleb (1997) characterizes
derivatives as tools whose value depends on the value of some underlying asset.
According to Hull (2011) an option indicates a right to buy (call option) or a right
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to sell (put option) an underlying asset at a strike price in a maturity for an option
premium, i.e., price of an option. American-style options on agricultural commodity
futures contract are available on the agricultural market. The buyer of call or put option
can select various strike prices and maturities. Papers Cohen (2005); Hull (2019 and
2011); Kolb and Overdahl (2010) presents option strategies.
Nowadays, many scientific papers focus on price hedging. For example, agricultural
producers can manage commodity risk following an unpredictable price development
(see, e.g., Taušer, Čajka, 2014; Timková, 2018). Kuzman et al. (2018) studied derivatives
and their trading in the context of agricultural sector. Also, Garcia, Leuthold (2004)
dealt with agricultural commodity futures and options. Harčariková, Šoltés (2016);
Harčariková, Šoltés (2017) investigated the hedging techniques in energy sector using
option strategies created by vanilla and exotic options. For example, studies Šoltés,
Harčariková (2015); Šoltés, Harčariková (2016); Timková, Šoltés (2019) analyzed
new hedging option strategies. Djordjevic (2018) showed how weather derivatives are
used to hedge in Winter Ski Tourism. On the other hand, Harčariková (2015) used
derivatives in the design of new outperformance certificates in agricultural market.
Investment certificates represent an innovative financial product suitable for every
type of investor. Harčariková, Bánociová (2015); Šoltés, Harčariková (2015); Šoltés,
Harčariková (2017); Šoltés et al. (2019), Timková (2016) analyzed using of options to
the investment certificates formation.
Based on financial engineering principles, we analyze the option strategies and
propose hedging possibilities. The purpose is to integrate options into the effective risk
management strategies by agricultural buyers. Buyer are potential hedgers against a
price growth. Following the review of existing theoretical framework mentioned above,
this paper is focused on the application to real-traded Chicago Mercantile Exchange
(CME) products, i.e., wheat plain vanilla options on futures.
The primary aim is to analyze option hedging strategies against increasing markets,
i.e., Long Call, Short Combo and Vertical Ratio Call Back Spread strategy and perform
their comparative analysis. The payoff profiles of individual vanilla option are used in
the option strategy formation. Hedging variants available for managing a price growth
hedge a maximum buying price, i.e., buying price ceiling. The profitability of the
proposed hedging variants for all possible intervals of spot prices ate the maturity date
is performed. The comparative analysis is presented as well. The suggestion for the
potential buyers is indicated.
Materials and methods
Options as a type of derivative are new tools for potential investors and hedgers. These
instruments can protect against price movements and are often used in the price risk
hedging. Commodity options are options on futures contracts.
A futures contract is an agreement to buy or sell some underlying asset (e.g., commodity)
during the maturity. All conditions of the commitment are standardized excepting the price.
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The nature of the hedging with options on futures is in taking an opposite position in
the spot market and futures market. The movement between the spot price and future
price is not necessary equivalent and it is known as a basis. The basis at the specific date
represents the distinction of spot and futures price. Positive basis change is illustrated
in Table 1. Wheat spot price is at $6.20 per bushel and wheat futures price is at $6.50
per bushel in October 2020. The basis is $0.30 ($6.20 - $6.50). The buyer of wheat
expects the price growth in the future. Therefore, he decides to buy September 2021
wheat futures contract at $6.50 per bushel in October 2020. Assume spot market price
increase by $0.50 per bushel and futures price increase by $0.45 per bushel in August
2021. The basis is $0.25 under ($6.70 - $6.95). The buyer sells September wheat futures
contract at $6.95 per bushel. Because the change on futures market position ($0.45 per
bushel) is lower than the change on the spot market position ($0.45 per bushel), the
buying price is $6.15 per bushel.
Table 1. Basis change
Wheat spot
market
position

Wheat spot
price

October 2020

−

$6.20

August 2021

buy wheat

$6.70

Change
Buying price

−
−

$-0.50
−

Wheat futures market
position
buy September wheat
futures contract
sell September wheat
futures contract
−
−

Wheat
futures
price

Basis

$6.50

$-0.30

$6.95

$-0.25

$+0.45
−

$+0.05
$6.15

Source: Authors’ calculations

Assume the agricultural buyer expects the wheat price increase in the future and decides
to hedge using option strategies. Option strategies using in the risk management of the
price growth are shown in Table 2. These strategies secure the maximum buying price
for all possible futures price scenarios.
Table 2. Option strategies against a price increase
Long Call
Short Combo
Vertical Ratio Call Back Spread

Volatility
bullish
bullish
bullish

Risk
low
high
low

Source: Authors’ summary

Strategies noted above provide different risk management benefits for commodity
buyers. The selection of the most effective price risk management is a process based
on price expectation and investor’s attitude to profit/risk. In this point of view, each
strategy is characterized by some strengths and weaknesses, which the traders must
identify if they decide to get into the hedging strategy. The part of results introduces
option strategies used in the risk management as a hedging tool.
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The approach is established on the payoff profile of option strategies Long Call, Shor
Combo and Vertical Ratio Call Back Spread Strategy. Option strategies are formed by
wheat options on futures contract. Futures contracts are more liquid and easier to trade
than the underlying asset (wheat). We analyze and compare mentioned option strategies
as a potential instrument to hedge a price growth in the wheat market.
The proposed hedging possibilities are applied to the wheat futures American-style
options contract referred to September 2021. Table 3 illustrates the call and put
option premiums from October (14th October 2020 is the settlement date). All data are
Obtained from the CME Group and one wheat option contract size is standardized as
5 000 bushels.
Table 3. Call and put option premiums of wheat options on futures
Call option premium $/per bushel
0.762
0.700
0.643
0.590
0.541
0.495
0.454
0.416
0.382
0.350

Strike price $/per bushel Put option premium $/per bushel
5.70
0.234
5.80
0.273
5.90
0.315
6.00
0.365
6.10
0.413
6.20
0.467
6.30
0.526
6.40
0.590
6.50
0.654
6.60
0.722

Source: CME Group

The dataset consists of 10 real-traded vanilla call and put options. The strike prices
of call and put options are in the range of 5.7 - 6.6. The currency is in $/per bushel.
The prices per bushel are considered. Calculations do not consider transaction and any
others charges. Basis $0.
Results
The main goal was to investigate the option hedging strategies against a price increase
in the case of wheat market. We provided the analyses of hedging strategies and their
comparison. The wheat buyer made the profit from the futures market position in order
to cover the loss from the spot market position.
The first strategy which can be used in the price risk management is Long Call strategy
(referred as LC). Long Call is elementary bullish strategy. By Long Call the option buyer has
the right to buy a wheat futures contract at a strike price X at any time T during a maturity
period. The buyer pays an option premium cL to the option seller for the right of choice.
Option position is hedging instrument without physical delivery of the wheat in the
futures market. The hedged price is the sum of the unhedged spot futures price at the
time T and the payoff given by the option strategy hedged position. Table 4 shows the
unhedged and hedged buying price by Long Call strategy.
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Table 4. Hedged buying price by Long Call strategy
Commodity price range
ST<X
ST≥X

Unhedged price
-ST
-ST

Payoff from strategy
-cL
ST-X- cL

Hedged price
-ST -cL
-X-cL

Source: Authors’ summary

Two scenarios can occur at the specific date in the future. If the spot price at the future
date ST is lower than the strike price, than the buyer will hedge the price -ST-pL. Otherwise,
the call option will not be exercise and the buyer will hedge the price -X-cL. The profit of
hedging by Long Call strategy will gain if the price increases above -X-cL. The premium
in the amount cL represents the maximum loss of hedging by Long Call strategy.
It was expected buying of September Wheat call option contract at the strike price $6.2
per bushel for the option premium $0.467 per bushel. Table 5 illustrates hedged price
and profit/loss from hedging as the difference between the final hedged wheat price
and unhedged price at the future date T. If the difference is positive (more than 0),
the hedged position is better than the unsecured position. Otherwise, if the difference
is negative (less than 0), than the unsecured position is better. The comparison of the
proposed hedging variants with the unhedged position based on the results noted into
Table 5 is graphically illustrated in Figure 1.
Table 5. Hedged wheat buying price by Long Call strategy
Commodity price range

Hedged price

ST<6.2
6.2≤ST≥6.667
6.667≤ST

-ST-0.467
6.667
6.667

Profit of hedging
Min
Max
−
−
−
−
0
∞

Loss of hedging
Min
Max
0.467
0.467
0
0.467
−
−

Source: Authors’ calculations
Figure 1. Hedged and unhedged wheat buying price by Long Call strategy

Source: Authors’ calculations
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If it was expected that the producer buyed a September wheat call option contract at
the strike price $6.60 per bushel for the option premium $0.350 per bushel. The higher
ceiling price level $6.667 per bushel would be established by the commodity buyer.
Using options with various strike prices we could obtain different buying prices (see
Figure 2). The price sensitivity of the specific strategy could be calculated. The higher
strike price was, the lower call option premium was. If the strike price was lower, higher
costs were needed for buying of options and therefore the lower buying price ceiling
was ensured. Using Long Call strategy, the producer limited the maximum buying price
without giving up the possibility to participate in the price drop.
Figure 2. Comparison of hedged positions by Long Call strategy with various strike prices

Source: Authors’ calculations

Short Combo (referred as SC) is a bullish strategy that can be formed zero-cost. This
strategy consists of selling a put option with a lower strike price X1 and option premium
pS1 and buying a call option on the same wheat futures contract with a higher strike
price X2 and option premium cL2 (see Table 6).
Table 6. Hedged wheat buying price by Short Combo strategy
Commodity price range
ST<X1
X1<ST≤X2
ST≥X2

Unhedged price
-ST
-ST
-ST

Payoff from strategy
ST -X1+pS1-cL2
pS1-cL2
ST-X2+pS1-cL2

Hedged price
-X1+pS1-cL2
-ST+pS1-cL2
-X2+pS1-cL2

Source: Authors’ summary

It was expected to buy a September Wheat put option contract at the strike price $5.90
per bushel for the option premium $0.643 per bushel and at the same time to buy a
September Wheat call option contract at the strike price $6.20 per bushel for the option
premium $0.467 per bushel (see Table 7 and Figure 3).
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Table 7. Hedged wheat buying price by Short Combo strategy
Commodity price range

Hedged price

ST<5.724
5.724≤ST<5.9
5.9≤ST<6.2
6.2≤ST

-5.724
-5.724
-ST +0.176
-6.024

Profit of hedging
Min
Max
−
−
0
0.176
0.176
0.176
0
∞

Loss of hedging
Min
Max
0
5.724
−
−
−
−
−
−

Source: Authors’ summary
Figure 3. Hedged and unhedged wheat buying price by Short Combo strategy

Source: Authors’ calculations

In previous table and figure are shown the data for Short Combo strategy. By Short
Combo, the agricultural hedger secured a lower price level ceiling because of the
premium received for selling the put. But Short Put position limited the opportunity to
participate in the price drop by establishing a price level floor. This buying price range
was determined by the strike prices. Therefore, the choice of appropriate strike prices is
very important in hedging process. The greater the difference between the put and call
strike prices, the wider the buying price range.
Next variant of Short Combo was created with the strike prices $6.2 per bushel and $6.6
per bushel. Also, the combination of these strike prices was selected without any initial
cost (initial profit is $0.117 per bushel), which causes the higher maximum buying
price at $6.483 per bushel. Comparison of these two hedging variants is illustrated in
Figure 4. In the case of decreasing wheat price, the strategy B hedged the higher price
floor, i.e., it was better than the strategy A.
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Figure 4. Comparison of hedged positions by Short Combo strategy A and B

Source: Authors’ calculations

Vertical Ratio Call Back Spread strategy (referred as VRCBS) is spread option strategy
created by selling a lower number of call options n1 with a lower strike price X1, maturity
date TR and option premium cS1 and at the same time by buying a higher number of call
option n2 on the same wheat futures contract with a strike price X2, maturity date T and
option premium cL2 (see Table 8). If the following condition is satisfied n1cS1− n2cL2 > 0,
then no additional costs are needed for the formation of Vertical Ratio Call Back Spread
strategy, i.e., it is a zero-cost strategy.
Table 8. Hedged wheat buying price by Vertical Ratio Call Back Spread strategy
Commodity
price range
ST<X1

Unhedged
price
-ST

X1<ST≤X2
ST≥X2

-ST
-ST

Payoff from strategy

Hedged price

n1*cS1-n2*cL2

-n*ST+n1*cS1-n2*cL2
-n*ST+n1*ST+n1*X1+n1*cS1n2*cL2
n1*X1-n2*X2+n1*cS1-n2*cL2

-n1*ST+n1*X1+n1*cS1-n2*cL2
(n2-n1)*ST+n1*X1-n2*X2+n1*cS1-n2*cL2

Source: Authors’ summary

It was expected the producer sell 1 May Wheat call option at the strike price $5.90
per bushel for the option premium $0.643 per bushel and at the same time buy 2 May
Wheat call options at the strike price $6.20 per bushel for the option premium $0.495
per bushel. Based on the data, the following parameters in Table 9 were calculated.
Table 9. Hedged wheat buying price by Vertical Ratio Call Back Spread strategy
Commodity price range

Hedged price

ST<5.9
5.9≤ST<6.2
6.2≤ST<6.847
6.847≤ST

-ST-0.347
-2ST+5.553
-6.847
-6.847

Profit of hedging
Min
Max
−
−
−
−
−
−
0
∞

Loss of hedging
Min
Max
0.347
0.347
0.347
0.647
0
0.647
−
−

Source: Authors’ calculation
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In Figure 5 are shown the unhedged position and hedged wheat buying price level by
Vertical Ratio Call Back Spread strategy. It is illustrative that hedged position ensured
the same buying price ceiling.
Figure 5. Hedged and unhedged wheat buying price by Vertical Ratio Call Back
Spread strategy

Source: Authors’ calculations

Discussions
There do not exist the effective hedging strategy for all market participants and
their individual expectations about price moves. Every hedger in the market should
understand how to evaluate and compare option hedging strategies with the respect to
their advantages and disadvantages.
Figure 6 compares alternatives A and presents the wheat buying prices for potential
wheat spot prices in the future.
Figure 6. Comparison of A hedged alternatives

Source: Authors’ calculations
http://ea.bg.ac.rs
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The comparison of wheat hedging alternatives A is presented in Table 10. In summary,
the conclusions are:
•

Hedging variant formed by Short Combo strategy secures the lowest wheat
buying price if the wheat futures spot price is higher than $5.377 per bushel but
this strategy limits to profit in the wheat price decrease.

•

Hedging variant formed by Vertical Ratio Call Back Spread strategy establishes
the lowest wheat selling price if the wheat future spot price is lower than
$5.377 per bushel but the highest wheat buying price if the wheat futures price
is higher than $6.138 per bushel.

•

Long Call strategy hedged the wheat buying price in the middle.

•

The unsecured position offers better wheat buying price as others variants if
the wheat futures price is lower than $5.724 per bushel but does not secure the
buying price level ceiling.

In summary, Short Combo strategy hedges the lowest buying price compared to others
strategies. On the other hand, this strategy does not allow to participate in the price
drop. The benefit is also the possibility of formation without any initial costs. Vertical
Ratio Call Back Spread strategy establishes the buyer the highest wheat buying price
in the case of price increase. If the wheat spot price decreases in the future than the
Vertical Ratio Call Back Spread strategy participates proportionally with the unhedged
variant. The loss is limited in the amount of negative difference from option premiums.
Table 10. Comparison of wheat buying prices of A hedged alternatives
Wheat future spot range
0≤ST<5.257
5.257≤ST<5.339
5.339≤ST<5.377
5.377≤ST<5.724
5.724≤ST<5.9
5.9≤ST<6.0
6.0≤ST<6.02
6.02≤ST<6.138
6.138≤ST<6.2
6.2≤ST<∞

Min
0.467
5.724
5.806
5.844
6.191
6.367
6.467
6.487
6.605
6.667

LC

SC
Max
5.724
5.806
5.844
6.191
6.367
6.467
6.487
6.605
6.667
6.667

Min
5.724
5.724
5.724
5.724
5.724
5.724
5.824
5.844
5.926
6.024

Max
5.724
5.724
5.724
5.724
5.724
5.824
5.844
5.926
6.024
6.024

VRCBS
Min
Max
0.347
5.604
5.604
5.686
5.686
5.724
5.724
6.071
6.071
6.247
6.247
6.447
6.447
6.487
6.487
6.723
6.723
6.847
6.847
6.847

Min
0
2.257
5.339
5.377
5.724
5.9
6.0
6.02
6.138
6.2

UP

Max
5.257
5.339
5.377
5.724
5.9
6.0
6.02
6.138
6.2
∞

Source: Authors’ calculation

Based on our methodology, the final Table 11 summarizes fundamental attributes of
analyzed option hedging strategies. Potential hedgers should have knowledge about
them considering their future expectations.
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Table 11. Attributes of option hedging strategies
Option hedging strategy
Long Call
Short Combo
Vertical Ratio Call Back Spread

Minimum
price
unlimited
limited
unlimited

Maximum
price
limited
limited
limited

Profit of
hedging
unlimited
unlimited
unlimited

Loss of
hedging
limited
unlimited
limited

Zero-cost
no
yes
yes

Source: Authors’ summary

All presented strategies provide the ceiling price level and can help to protect buyers from
unreasonable losses. From the analyzed hedging strategies only the Short Combo strategy
does not alove to participate in the price decrease. Short Combo strategy and Vertical
Ratio Call Back Spread strategy can be formed as the strategies zero-cost. The conclusion
is that using short options in combination with long options can protect against anticipated
price movement without initial financial resources. Long Call strategy and Vertical Ratio
Call Back Spread strategy hedge a price growth and speculate on a price decrease. It is
valid that hedging does not guarantee that the profit or loss in the futures market will fully
offset the loss or profit in the spot market. The choice of the strike prices is significant step
of the hedging process. In addition, there exist other option strategies that can be used by
hedgers in the price risk management against the price increase.
Conclusions
Every wheat buyer tries to make purchase at the lowest price. The issue is that futures
prices cannot be predicted. Option strategies is often considered as an appropriate
hedging strategy. Actually, there are not many agricultural buyers who use options
in their business. For those who understand the mechanism of the options they can
provide a flexible and effective instrument of price risk management. Options offer
many possibilities of hedging the price risk.
The paper presented wheat risk management using option strategies. The aim was to
analyze and compare option hedging strategies Long Call, Short Combo and Vertical
Ratio Call Back Spread strategy. These strategies were applied in hedging of wheat,
where was demonstrated the usage of hedging against increasing price in selected
model variants. Fundamental characteristic of these strategies has been provided. Every
strategy was described and profit/loss payoffs was designed. Our results showed that
all presented strategies hedge the wheat buying maximum price level. The Long Call
strategy establishes a maximum buying price for an option premium and simultaneously
allow to participate in the price decrease. The zero-cost Short Combo strategy hedges
the lowest ceiling price level but the possibility to participate in the price drop by
establishing a floor price level. The ceiling-floor price spread is determined by the strike
prices selection. The greater the difference between strike prices, the wider the ceilingfloor price spread. The Vertical Ratio Call Back Spread strategy eliminates price risk if
the markets move upside with the possibility to participate in the price decrease. The
buying price spread by the Vertical Ratio Call Back Spread strategy is not only defined
by the strike prices but also by the numbers of options.
http://ea.bg.ac.rs
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Presented option strategies illustrate the possibilities of agricultural commodity hedging.
The performed analysis and comparison have shown more remarkable findings which
can be used in practical investment. Successful risk management with options is based
on the ability of buyer to match an appropriate strategy to a particular price expectation
in accordance with hedging objectives. This paper extends the previous research
focused on hedging framework and it may be widened in further analysis.
Conflict of interests
The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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